
PHOSPHOR 
PLATE SCANNER by simple&smart

MADE IN ITALY

User-friendly operation 
Powerful imaging software 
Real resolution 14.3 lp/mm 
DICOM network compatibility
Plates erase automatically

The easier way to clear and lasting images. Make the move to digital imaging with the most 
advanced and flexible solution that combines all the advantages of the latest generation 
technologies for an outstanding diagnostic quality. 
The scanner  was designed for maximum simplicity: No buttons, just connect the device directly 
to your computer via USB connection and start to scan.
Once the plate is inserted into the slot, The scanner automatically recognizes the plate’s size and 
starts to work. Viewer delivers highly precise digital images to any PC in less than 10 seconds.

High Frequency intraoral X-Ray - EASY INSTALLATION



The software allows DICOM network compatibility. Archimed is easy to integrate and the 
process of making-analyze images is quick and simple. With user-friendly interface and 
functional image processing tools, Archimed makes the shole procedure even more dynamic 
and faster than ever. 
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Plate sizes   0,1,2,3
Plate size identification Automatic
Reading time   Less than 10 Sec.
Resolution   14,3 lpm
PC connection   USB2
Weight    7 Kg
Power supply   100/240 V, 50/60 Hz, 24 W
Measures   170 x 190 x h300 mm
Sensitivity settings  Automatic, on the required 
    dose level
Software   ARCHIMED

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENT  
Processor   Intel 32/64 bits dual core
Memory   At least 2 GB
Screen size   17”/19” HD
Matrix Display   1280 x 1024
Video memory card  128 MB
Hard Disk   >100 GB

With a 100% active surface, rounded corners and  
cable-free, S&S phosphor plates are created to 
grant the comfort of your staff and patient.
Plates come with the exclusive double guard 
system: the sleeves offer an effective barrier 
against cross infection and the protective cover, 
an extra protection that helps to extend the 
plates life. S&S phosphor plates can be reused 
hundreds of times and are as easy to use as film. 

Available in four sizes, ideal for all clinical uses:
Size 0  31 x 22 mm, 726 x 1024 pixel
Size 1  40 x 24 mm, 792 x 1321 pixel
Size 2  41 x 31 mm, 1024 x 1354 pixel
Size 3  54 x 27 mm, 891 x 1783 pixel


